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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate that solution-sequential processing (SqP) can yield
heavily doped pristine-quality films when used to infiltrate the molecular dopant
2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) into pure poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) polymer layers. Profilometry measurements show that the
SqP method produces doped films with essentially the same surface roughness as
pristine films, and 2-D grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
confirms that SqP preserves both the size and orientation of the pristine polymer’s
crystallites. Unlike traditional blend-cast F4TCNQ/P3HT doped films, our
sequentially processed layers have tunable and reproducible conductivities reaching
as high as 5.5 S/cm even when measured over macroscopic (>1 cm) distances. The
high conductivity and superb film quality allow for meaningful Hall effect
measurements, which reveal p-type conduction and carrier concentrations tunable
from 1016 to 1020 cm−3 and hole mobilities ranging from ∼0.003 to 0.02 cm2 V−1 s−1 at
room temperature over the doping levels examined.

Organic electronics utilize low-cost, solution-processable,
and readily tunable semiconducting organic materials in a

variety of applications such as LEDs,1 photovoltaics,2 thermo-
electrics,3 and transistors.4 One common way to tune the
important electronic properties of this class of materials is
through molecular doping, that is, oxidizing or reducing the
organic semiconductor to create an appreciable quantity of
equilibrium charge carriers.5−13 Recently, much interest has
been focused on the dopant 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracya-
noquinodimethane (F4TCNQ; see Figure 4a, below, for
chemical structure), which has a LUMO level that is deep
enough (approximately −5.2 eV relative to vacuum) to oxidize
the HOMO of many organic semiconductors.14 Although there
is ample work concerning F4TCNQ doping of small
molecules,15−20 much of the recent research has focused on
the interaction of this dopant with semiconducting poly-
mers.21−34

Traditionally, in order to dope conjugated polymers with
F4TCNQ, the two components are combined in solution in the
desired dopant/polymer ratio. Due to the favorable energetic
offset between the polymer HOMO and the F4TCNQ LUMO,
an electron is readily transferred from the polymer to F4TCNQ
when the two molecules come into contact, leading to charged
species that remain closely bound in solution. The high polarity
of these species causes them to easily precipitate out of the

organic solvents that are used to process the individual
materials.28,35,36 As a result, large highly doped agglomerates
form that are not fully solvated, making it difficult to fabricate
thin films of sufficient quality to perform meaningful electrical
and optical measurements. Raising the temperature of the
blended solution can allow for small increases in the solubility
of doped polymers in organic solvents;21,25,28,29 however, high
temperatures also have a detrimental effect on doping both in
solution22 and in thin films (see the Supporting Information
(SI)). The degree of doping also can be raised slightly without
hindering film quality by diluting the doped polymer solution in
excess solvent, but this hinders the ability to make films of
appreciable thickness by traditional spin-coating methods.
Moreover, the neutral F4TCNQ itself has a limited solubility
in most of the organic solvents used to process polymer thin
films. This limitation can be partially overcome by synthesizing
new, related dopant molecules with increased solubility that can
improve polymer/dopant interactions and lead to increased
doping density, even with less favorable energetic offsets.37,38

Clearly, for molecular doping of semiconducting polymers to
be practical, it is important to have a method that affords
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tunable (and large) doping concentrations as well as the ability
to reproducibly fabricate high-quality films. Here, we show that
solution-sequential processing (SqP)39−43 readily yields films
that meet both of these criteria. In SqP, the pure polymer is
deposited first from any solvent that produces high-quality
films. The molecular dopant is then deposited in a second step
from a solvent in which the dopant is soluble and which also
swells the polymer film without dissolving it. With the
appropriate amount of swelling, molecular dopants can easily
infiltrate throughout the polymer film without significantly
changing the film’s morphology, as our group and others have
recently demonstrated for the construction of bulk hetero-
junction polymer photovoltaics.43−45 It is important to note
that what we call “SqP-based doping” has effectively been
applied in the past to doping films of carbon nanotubes,46−49

doping of polymer films with NOPF6,
12,13 and for patterning

conjugated polymer films by taking advantage of the large
differential solubility of the doped and undoped regions of the
polymer.50

In this Letter, we apply the SqP technique to the problem of
creating high-quality, heavily doped, highly conductive (>1 S/
cm) films of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT; see Figure 4b,
below, for chemical structure) with the molecular dopant
F4TCNQ. We show using optical microscopy, profilometry,
and 2-D grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) that the SqP technique produces doped P3HT
films with a morphology that is nearly identical to that of the
original undoped film, save for the incorporation of F4TCNQ.
We perform a side-by-side comparison of doped films produced
via the traditional blend-casting method and SqP and show that
by changing the concentration of F4TCNQ and the choice of
solvent from which it is cast, we are able to tune the
conductivity of P3HT films to virtually any desired level up to
5.5 S/cm. The excellent quality of these doped films allows for
this relatively high conductivity to be measured over large
distances (>1 cm) and also permits Hall effect measurements to
determine the carrier concentration and mobility. Using
ultrasensitive AC B-field Hall effect measurements, we find
that, for example, a 1.57 S/cm F4TCNQ SqP doped P3HT film
is p-type and has a carrier concentration of 4.3 ± 0.8 × 1020

cm−3 with a mobility of 0.024 ± 0.006 cm2 V−1 s−1. With the
free-carrier concentration determined, we are also afforded
better insight into the UV−visible absorption spectrum of the
doped films, and we see the nascent production of equilibrium
bipolarons at high dopant concentrations.
We begin our report by first studying the film quality of

F4TCNQ-doped P3HT films produced by the traditional
blend-casting method. For the purpose of this study, we
maintained the concentration of P3HT in the solvent o-
dichlorobenzene (ODCB) at 10 mg/mL and added varying
amounts of F4TCNQ to obtain the desired doping ratios,
namely, 5, 10, 17, and 30 wt % F4TCNQ relative to P3HT. We
found that the spin-coating conditions that gave the best films
were 800 rpm for 60 s, and more details of our sample
preparation are given in the SI. The left portion of Figure 1
shows an optical micrograph of a doped blend-cast P3HT thin
film. The film is highly nonuniform and made up of large
regions of highly doped polymer agglomerates as well as some
barren regions that are indicative of poor surface coverage of
the blend-doped P3HT by spin-coating. The color difference
between the pure, undoped film (right portion of Figure 1) and
the doped films results from the doping, which significantly
changes the absorption of P3HT, as discussed further below.

Figure 2a shows profilometry measurements of the surface
roughness of blend-doped P3HT films as a function of the

concentration of the F4TCNQ dopant. The upper portion of
Table 1 summarizes the average thickness (d) and root-mean-
square (rms) surface roughness (Rrms) for these blend-cast
films; the roughness continually increases from around 15 nm
at 5 wt % F4TCNQ to >400 nm at 30 wt %. Clearly, traditional

Figure 1. Color optical micrographs at two different length scales of
thin films of (left) doped P3HT prepared by the traditional blend-cast
doping method with a 30 wt % F4TCNQ to P3HT doping ratio in
ODCB; (center) doped P3HT prepared by the SqP method using 5
mg/mL F4TCNQ in 75:25 THF/DCM as the casting solvent; and
(right) pure, undoped P3HT spun from a 20 mg/mL solution in
ODCB for reference.

Figure 2. Surface height line scans of doped P3HT films measured by
profilometry over a lateral distance of 2 mm prepared by (a) the
traditional blend-casting method and (b) the SqP method. A range of
dopant concentrations was prepared and measured for both methods.
The average thickness and rms surface roughnesses from these scans
are summarized in Table 1.
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blend-casting in the high-doping regime produces films of such
poor uniformity that they are unsuitable for device applications
or meaningful electrical measurements. The poor film quality of
the blend-casting method can be seen by eye (additional images
in the SI) and has been noted by others.35,36,51 As a result,
some groups have chosen to study the properties of doped
P3HT nanofibers in part to avoid issues with the poor quality of
doped blend-cast films.33,34

The SqP method, in contrast, allows us to easily overcome all
of these issues. The right portion of Figure 1 shows an optical
micrograph of a 110 nm thick pristine P3HT film cast from a
20 mg/mL solution in ODCB at 1000 rpm for 60 s. As the
corresponding line scans show in Figure 2, such undoped films
are quite flat, with a rms surface roughness of only a few nm
(Table 1) and no inhomogeneities on optically relevant length
scales. When we then dope the film via SqP by spinning a 5
mg/mL solution of F4TCNQ in a 75:25 tetrahydrofuran
(THF)/dichloromethane (DCM) mixture on top of the pure
P3HT film at 4000 rpm, the center part of Figure 1 shows that
other than the change in film color due to doping, there is
essentially no other alteration in the appearance of the film.
Indeed, Figure 2b and Table 1 show that the surface roughness
of the sequentially processed doped P3HT films stays close to
that of the pure P3HT film prior to doping and that the
roughness does not increase even as the concentration of the
F4TCNQ solution is increased to the solubility limit.
In addition to the very different macroscopic film structure,

we also have explored the molecular-level structural differences
between F4TCNQ-doped P3HT films created via traditional
blend-casting and SqP using 2-D GIWAXS. By selectively
integrating the 2-D diffraction patterns (as described in the SI),
we are able to separate the out-of-plane scattering (correspond-
ing to lattice planes oriented perpendicular to the substrate)
and in-plane scattering (corresponding to lattice planes parallel
to the substrate). These out-of-plane and in-plane scattering
patterns are plotted in Figure 3a and b, respectively, for blend-
cast doped P3HT (1 and 17 wt %, orange and red curves,
respectively), SqP doped P3HT (1 mg/mL from DCM, blue
curves), and undoped P3HT (110 nm thick, green curves). We
chose these two blend-cast concentrations because 1 wt %
F4TCNQ is the highest blend concentration that still produces
a reasonable quality film and because 17 wt % F4TCNQ gives
approximately the same level of doping as the SqP film, as
measured by UV−visible absorption. Because the film thickness
and film quality vary drastically across these four samples (see
Table 1), we did not thickness-correct the diffraction intensity

but instead normalized all of the diffraction patterns to the
height of the (100) diffraction peak. The (100) diffraction peak,
which corresponds to the lamellar stacking of the P3HT
polymer chains, is centered at 0.39 Å−1 in undoped P3HT,
corresponding to a lamellar spacing of 16.11 Å. The (010)
diffraction peak, which is associated with π−π stacking, appears
at 1.67 Å−1 (3.67 Å) in undoped P3HT films.
Although the lamellar diffraction peaks shift to higher d

spacing with increasing doping concentration and new peaks
appear in the π−π stacking region, indicating that P3HT
cation/F4TCNQ anion cocrystals form for both SqP doped and
blend-cast doped films (as discussed in more detail in the
SI),21,36,51,52 the most interesting comparison between films
produced by the two processing techniques is in the crystalline
polymer domain orientation. The domain orientation is
determined in 2-D GIWAXS by examining the ratio of the
out-of-plane to in-plane scattering intensity. For pure P3HT,
the high out-of-plane to in-plane ratio seen for the (100) peak
and a correspondingly low ratio measured for the (010) peak
indicate that the polymer chains are preferentially oriented
edge-on to the substrate, as is well-known for P3HT.53 For the
1 mg/mL sequentially processed doped films, similar diffraction
behavior is observed, with the (100) peak appearing most
strongly out-of-plane and the (010) peaks appearing almost
entirely in-plane. The new π−π stacking peaks that involve
F4TCNQ in this region at q ≈ 1.4 and 1.8 Å−1 also show the
same in-plane orientation. This indicates that despite doping
with F4TCNQ, the sequentially processed doped film maintains
P3HT’s edge-on molecular orientation with almost no
disruption. By contrast, the 1 wt % blend-cast doped film
shows significant (010) scattering and scattering from the q ≈
1.8 Å−1 F4TCNQ-related peak in both the in-plane and out-of-

Table 1. Comparison of the rms Surface Roughness (Rrms),
Film Thickness (d), and Sheet Resistance (Rs) between
Different Doping Methods

Rrms (nm) d (nm) Rs (Ω/□)

pure P3HT 4 ± 1 105 ± 5 >108

Blend Doped
5 wt % 15 ± 2 56 ± 5 >108

10 wt % 77 ± 10 120 ± 30 6.5 × 107

17 wt % 220 ± 40 450 ± 100 3.7 × 104

30 wt % 418 ± 200 700 ± 300 2.1 × 104

SqP Doped
0.01 mg/mL 8 ± 2 110 ± 5 >108

0.1 mg/mL 8 ± 2 120 ± 12 6.5 × 104

1 mg/mL 11 ± 1 135 ± 5 2.0 × 104

5 mg/mL 8 ± 0.5 135 ± 5 1.5 × 104

Figure 3. (a) Out-of-plane and (b) In-plane integrated portions of 2-D
GIWAXS for films of blend-cast doped P3HT with 1% (orange) and
17% (red) F4TCNQ by weight, sequentially processed doped P3HT
(1 mg/mL, blue curves), and undoped P3HT (110 nm thick, green
curves). For better comparison between the films, which have large
variations in thickness, the curves are normalized to the height of the
(100) peaks. The inset in (a) shows the high-q region on an expanded
vertical scale.
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plane directions. This suggests that blend-casting alters the
P3HT domain orientation, changing it from predominantly
edge-on to more isotropic. Presumably, this occurs because in
blend-cast doping, solution-phase aggregation plays the
dominant role in determining chain orientation in the resultant
films.
We note that the scattering from the 17 wt % blend-cast

doped film in the π−π region is more complicated than other
samples as the positions of the F4TCNQ-associated peaks are
different in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. This might
arise from substrate orientation, perhaps involving excess
F4TCNQ,

51 or might reflect the fact that edge-on and face-
on domains are differently ordered and thus have different π−π
peak positions.54 Regardless, the presence of significant π−π
scattering intensity in both the in-plane and out-of-plane
directions in the 17 wt % doped blend-cast film also suggests
that it is much more isotropic than pure P3HT.
It is also worth noting that our 1 mg/mL sequentially

processed doped films show a ∼15% increase in film thickness
after incorporation of F4TCNQ, as seen in Table 1. This is in
reasonable agreement with the 11% increase seen in the
lamellar spacing upon doping, suggesting that although there
may be a small F4TCNQ overlayer, the majority of the
incorporated F4TCNQ is intimately integrated into the P3HT
lattice. Previous work exploring the use of SqP for polymer-
based bulk heterojunction photovoltaics has shown that the
swelling of the polymer film by the casting solvent from the
second SqP step takes place primarily in the amorphous regions
of the film.44 This is why we believe that the majority of the
F4TCNQ dopant resides in the amorphous regions of our
P3HT films. We also believe that the dopant interacts mostly
with the surface of the pre-existing P3HT crystallites based on
the fact that we see two different P3HT (010) peaks in the
doped films. Thus, we expect that the molecular doping is
homogeneous from optical length scales at least down to the
crystallite size (∼10 nm), but we remain unsure as to how
much of the dopant actually penetrates into the crystallites and,
if so, the dopant’s distribution within the crystallites. Despite
this uncertainty, all of our data support the idea that the
swelling of the P3HT film during SqP allows for efficient
intercalation of the F4TCNQ dopant without significant
changes to the P3HT domain orientation and thus the overall
film morphology.44

Now that we have shown that the SqP method yields
F4TCNQ-doped P3HT films with excellent film quality and
relatively unperturbed molecular morphology, we turn next to
investigate the electrical properties of these layers. Fortunately,
the SqP method allows the degree of doping to be easily tuned
simply by altering the concentration of the dopant solution that
is cast onto the polymer. We measured the electrical
conductivity of a series of films that were doped to different
levels via SqP with two different approaches over multiple
length scales. The first method was a standard collinear four-
point probe measurement with a distance between the probes
of 2.5 mm. The second method was the Van der Pauw
technique,55 which used silver paste to make contacts on the
corners of 1.5 × 1.5 cm doped films spun onto glass substrates.
These measurements yielded values for the conductivity that
were in agreement to within 1% of each other despite the large
difference in measurement length scales. To further test the
scalability of the SqP doping method, we also performed Van
der Pauw measurements at the corners of 1 in. square samples.
This resulted in measured conductivities that were within 6% of

those measured in the smaller samples, demonstrating
exemplary scalability.
Figure 4 compares the conductivities of blend-cast doped

P3HT films, taken from ref 21, (panel a) with those for the SqP

doped films as a function of the concentration of F4TCNQ in
pure DCM (panel b). Although the horizontal axes for the two
plots are different, meaning that direct comparison of
conductivity at a particular doping level is not possible, the
two plots do illustrate the overall trends in conductivity for the
two different doping methods with increasing dopant
concentration. Figure 4a shows that the amount of F4TCNQ
that can be used to dope P3HT via the blend-casting method is
limited as the conductivity (measured over mm distances)
peaks near 10 mol % doping and then declines rapidly due to
film quality issues.21 In contrast, Figure 4b shows that the
conductivity of the sequentially procesed doped films continues
to increase monotonically with increasing dopant concentration
to a maximum of 2.7 ± 0.6 S/cm when pure DCM is used as
the casting solvent. The conductivity for SqP doped films
appears to saturate at the highest dopant solution concen-
trations, and no decrease is ever observed. The average sheet
resistance values that we measured for all of the doped P3HT
films are reported in Table 1.
To further increase the amount of F4TCNQ that intercalates

into precast P3HT films, we used a solvent blend that was
designed to simultaneously optimize swelling of the P3HT and
F4TCNQ solubility.44 In this case, we used a 75:25 v/v THF/
DCM mixture. We chose THF as the cosolvent because it has
much higher F4TCNQ solubility than DCM, but we were
limited to a maximum THF fraction of 75% v/v because any
higher fraction of THF led to dissolution of the underlying
P3HT films. With this particular solvent blend and a 5 mg/mL
F4TCNQ concentration, we were able to reproducibly fabricate
doped P3HT films via SqP with a conductivity averaging 4.5 ±
0.6 S/cm and as high as 5.5 S/cm, which is the highest value
reported that we are aware of for a P3HT thin film doped by
F4TCNQ. We also performed experiments where we left the
P3HT film to soak in various F4TCNQ solutions for extended
periods of time,50 but this led to a slight degradation of film
quality without achieving either higher doping levels or
conductivities. We note that although P3HT has reached
higher conductivities when doped with other species such as

Figure 4. Comparison of the conductivity of P3HT thin films doped
with F4TCNQ by (a) traditional blend-casting method (data taken
from ref 21) and (b) our SqP method. The sequentially processed
films were prepared by spinning various concentrations of F4TCNQ
onto P3HT films at 4000 rpm. Thicknesses of the different
sequentially processed films are given in Table 1. The horizontal
axes for the two panels are different because of the differences in
processing method; the doping level in (a) is given in units of the mole
fraction of F4TCNQ in the blended solution, while the horizontal axis
for (b) is in units of mg/mL F4TCNQ in the solution used for SqP.
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iodine56 or FeCl3,
57 we hypothesize that our SqP method is

already close to the site maximum for doping with F4TCNQ as
the interaction has been shown to saturate at approximately a
1:4 dopant-to-monomer ratio.24

The film quality with our SqP doping method is so
exceptional that it is possible to detangle the carrier
concentration and mobility underlying the conductivity via
Hall effect measurements, despite the fact that the authors of
ref 30 recently claimed that such measurements would likely
never be possible on the F4TCNQ-doped P3HT system. Due
to the low intrinsic carrier mobility of P3HT, we found that an
AC magnetic field Hall effect measurement was required to
obtain accurate and reliable results (see the SI).58,59 The results
of these sensitive room-temperature measurements are
presented in Table 2. Table 2 shows that all of our samples
had the expected p-type conductivity with carrier concen-
trations ranging from 4.3 × 1016 to 4.3 × 1020 cm−3 and
mobilities ranging from 3.3 × 10−3 to 2.4 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1

for the doping levels examined. These mobility values are
similar to previous findings for electrochemically gate-doped p-
type P3HT,60 which leads us to believe that conduction physics
similar to those found in ref 60 also govern our samples. The
highest charge carrier concentration of 4.3 × 1020 cm−3 that we
observe corresponds to a doping density of roughly 1 carrier
per 10 P3HT monomer units assuming a P3HT density of 1.1
g/cm3. The fact that all of our samples registered as p-type
suggests that there is no significant anomalous Hall effect due
to certain types of hopping conduction or inhomogeneous
distribution of doping.5,61−63

With these considerations in mind and the free-carrier
concentration determined experimentally via the Hall effect, we
now examine the UV−vis−NIR absorption in order to gain
new understanding of the optical properties of F4TCNQ/
P3HT films. We note that the absorption spectrum of blend-
doped F4TCNQ/P3HT films has been explored by several
groups,23,26,30 but a detailed assignment of the various bands
and their cross sections has been obscured by the overlap of the
anion and polaron spectra and the lack of an independent
measurement of the carrier concentration. Using our
experimentally determined carrier concentration, we attempted
to decompose the absorption spectrum of one of our 1 mg/mL
SqP doped films (Figure 5) using the F4TCNQ solution cross
section and previous assignments for the P3HT polaron
peaks30,64 (see the SI for detailed fitting and reference spectrum
data). By assuming that the total carrier concentration must be
at minimum the value of the free-carrier concentration
measured by the Hall effect, then we also must assume this
to be the minimum possible anion concentration (because
there must be one anion per carrier, and the Hall effect
measurement measures only free and not trapped carriers).
When using our measured Hall carrier concentration to try to
fit the absorption spectrum, however, it quickly became

apparent that multiplying the carrier concentration by the
solution cross section for the F4TCNQ anion led to an
absorbance more than twice as large as what we actually
measured. Clearly, the actual cross section of the F4TCNQ
anion in the doped film must be quite a bit lower (and have a
different spectral shape) than that in solution, so that analyses
of doped films using the solution spectrum and cross section
are likely subject to significant error.
Since we are unable to completely detangle all of the various

overlapping absorption bands in our measured spectrum
because we do not know the spectrum and cross section for
the anion in the film, we can instead analyze the P1 polaron
transition, which peaks near 0.5 eV, as seen in Figure 5, because
this spectral region is free from any overlap with the F4TCNQ
anion (see the SI). By tracking the response of this peak with
respect to the free-carrier concentration determined by our Hall
effect measurement, we are able to obtain a rough idea of the
onset of bipolaron production at the highest doping
concentrations. The inset of Figure 5 shows that the
absorbance of the P1 polaron transition does not continue to
increase as the carrier concentration increases when going from
the 0.1 mg/mL casting concentration to the 1 mg/mL casting
concentration; this is strongly suggestive of bipolaron
formation. Indeed, we observe that at around 0.75 eV, there
is a noticeable broadening of the P1 band, which is most likely
caused by the growth of the bipolaron transition that is located
at a slightly higher energy than the P1 polaron transition, in
agreement with other recent work.57 The increased absorption
that we see near 3.2 eV corresponds to neutral F4TCNQ (see
the SI). We believe that this can be attributed to a slight
overlayer of neutral F4TCNQ, mentioned previously, that is

Table 2. Summary of Results of the Mean Values of the Hall Voltage (VH), Hall Coefficient (RH), Carrier Concentration (p),
Resistivity (ρ), and Mobility (μ) from AC B-Field Hall Effect Measurements on SqP Doped P3HT Thin Films with Various
Concentrations of F4TCNQ Casting Solvent

0.01 mg/mL 0.1 mg/mL 1 mg/mL

VH (μV) 2.02 ± 1.66 1.51 ± 0.3 15.28 ± 3.45
RH (cm3/C) 19.3 ± 15.7 0.014 ± 0.003 0.015 ± 0.004
p (cm−3) (4.3 ± 0.3) × 1016 (2.4 ± 0.1) × 1020 (4.3 ± 0.8) × 1020

σ (S/cm) (1.70 ± 0.02) × 10−4 0.50 ± 0.01 1.57 ± 0.02
μ (cm2 V−1 s−1) (3.3 ± 2.7) × 10−3 (6.7 ± 1.3) × 10−3 (2.4 ± 0.6) × 10−2

Figure 5. Thickness-normalized absorbance as a function of increasing
F4TCNQ casting concentration for P3HT films doped by the SqP
method. The upper right inset shows an energy level diagram of the
various polaron transitions, while the upper left inset shows a plot of
how the peak absorbance of the P1 transition at 0.5 eV and the
mobility change with free-carrier concentration as measured by the AC
B-field Hall effect (Table 2).
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present at high dopant concentrations as well as any F4TCNQ
incorporated into the film that did not undergo charge transfer,
as has been seen previously for P3HT films doped with
F4TCNQ by blend-casting.21,30

The fact that our samples are sufficiently doped to show the
beginnings of bipolaron formation also suggests that these
samples have enough carriers to have filled all of the available
traps. Decomposing the P1 absorption band into free and
trapped carrier components is difficult. However, it has been
shown previously through both theory and experiment that at
low doping levels, a large portion of the generated polarons are
trapped due to Coulomb interactions with the dopant anion,
and at high doping levels, it becomes easier to generate free
carriers due to screening and state-filling effects.23,65,66 Because
of the rapid increase in mobility that we observe between our
0.1 and 1 mg/mL SqP doped samples, we believe that we have
exceeded the necessary amount of doping to lower the
activation energy of the Coulomb traps, allowing for more
efficient free-carrier generation and higher mobility.66 The fact
that the P1 absorptions of these two samples are hardly
different while the Hall effect data show a large increase in the
number of free carriers is also highly suggestive of liberating
formerly trapped carriers in the more highly doped sample, so
that at doping concentrations higher than 1 mg/mL, the vast
majority of the carriers are free. We also note that the
absorption of the neutral, undoped P3HT in the 2.0−2.8 eV
range decreases between the 0.1 and 1 mg/mL SqP doped
samples, indicating that the total amount of charge transfer is
indeed somewhat higher with the higher concentration of
dopant. Given that the P1 absorption does not change
concomitantly, we can conclude from the data in Table 2 and
Figure 5 that in our most highly doped samples, the majority of
the carriers are free and there is a reasonably significant number
of bipolarons, both of which we believe are directly attributable
to the higher film quality of the SqP doping method.
In summary, we have shown that by utilizing the SqP

method, we can overcome the issues of solubility and
agglomeration at high dopant concentrations associated with
blend-casting to easily prepare F4TCNQ-doped films of P3HT
with superior film quality, scalability, and electrical properties.
Profilometry measurements show that our SqP doped films
have a similar surface roughness to pristine films, and 2-D
GIWAXS experiments show that sequentially processed
F4TCNQ incorporates neatly into the P3HT film structure,
maintaining the crystalline domain orientation and much of the
overall crystallinity. By varying the concentration of F4TCNQ
and choosing the appropriate casting solvent, the conductivity
of doped films can be precisely tuned, achieving values for the
P3HT/F4TCNQ system as high as 5.5 S/cm. The film quality
and doping levels are high enough to enable Hall effect
measurements to detangle the carrier concentration and
mobility, which can exceed 4 × 1020 cm−3 and 0.02 cm2 V−1

s−1. In future work, we will take advantage of being able to
fabricate highly doped films of sufficient electrical, optical, and
morphological quality to decouple the effects of polymer
crystallinity and the polymer/dopant energy level offset on the
efficiency, stability, and electrical properties of doped semi-
conducting polymers. Overall, the application of SqP to the
molecular doping of organic semiconductors provides another
step toward the use of conjugated polymers for a wide variety
of real-world device applications.
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